PAWTalks is an interactive, cultural sharing experience highlighting cultures through speakers from around the country representing diverse backgrounds.

**Christina Irene & Invisible Disabilities**

Monday, October 15, 2018
The Commons: Skylight Room | 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

*Christina Irene has always believed we should all be able to be ourselves, without judgment, bullying, or discrimination. This program combines topic education with actionable techniques and includes a hilarious game show and an inspiring message.*

**QueenEarth & QueerCore**

Tuesday, February 19, 2019
The Commons: Skylight Room | 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

*QueerCore gives life to the stories behind QueenEarth’s “coming out” songs and seeks to inspire others to share their experiences. As a musical genre, QueerCore is distinguished by lyrics exploring themes relating to sexuality, gender identity & expression.*

Need to request a disability-based accommodation or have any questions? Email us at mosaic@umbc.edu
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